Web Station for Physician’s & CPOE
Log in to the following site and bookmark it for easy access in the future:

https://lhpvwrk.lhphospitalgroup.com/smchvwrk
Brings you to this screen:

Enter in your Username (first name.last name) and Password, (default is SMCuser2014)then
click the “Login” button.
This screen will appear:

I f this is your first time accessing vWorkspace, you may have to perform the Downloads
function, but you will only have to do this one time. This function is in the upper right side
of the screen.
Otherwise, click on the SMCH folder on the screen and another screen will appear for you:

From here you can access the WebStation for Physicians Site.
Single click on the Icon and it will take you to this screen:

Enter in your Username and Password and click the “Sign In” button.
This screen will appear:

In the Patient Selection Box – Click the drop down arrow and change the option to “Group
& My Patients” or “Group Patient’s Only, then click the “Search” button.

This brings up all of the patients the physician(s) in the group you
are assigned. If a patient does not belong to your group, but one
of your group’s doctors has ordered something on this patient, the
patient will populate on the list as well.

If you want to see a patient’s information, click on the box to the left of the patient’s name and select “add
to worklist”. Do this with all of the patients that you need to see information on.
Once you have selected all the patients needed, they will all appear in the “Patient Worklist”. And you will
be able to access demographic information, visit info, Orders, Results, etc.

Select the patient that you want to from the patient worklist. It needs to appear in the top of the worklist
box. From here you can see any and all information about the patients inpatient stay, to include, Labs, XRays to Nursing Documentation.
Problem List:
This must be addressed by the Physician upon admission and Dismissal. The Problem list is on WebStation
for Physician just above the Census. This assists the billers and coders determine exactly why the patient
was hospitalized and if a diagnosis was resolved during the patients hospital stay.

If this box is grayed out,
the problems list for this patient.

this means that there has not been any information entered into

Click on the word Problems and the box will open. Revealing
the box:
Go to ‘Problem List’ where it prompts you to enter in the
Patients problems. This list is very diagnosis specific.

Click on the ‘ADD’ Button

The Search String will come up. If you put in pneumonia – the system will populate everything that
includes pneumonia in it IF this box is checked here.
It does help to be as specific as possible. But if you are unsure as to the type of (i.e. pneumonia) there are
also allowances in the system for that as well.

There is a large database of information. Being specific helps you find what you want tremendously.
Highlight the one that you want, click continue and then decide if this is a ‘Current Problem’ – which is
specific only to this hospital visit and can be resolved or if it is a ‘Full Problem’ – which is something that
the patient has and will not go away. (COPD, CHF, etc)
Also, enter in the date this problem was entered and the physician entering in the problem. Last name
should be enough to populate the system.
If you are satisfied, Click either, ‘Add to Full’ or ‘Add to Current’ or ‘Add to Full and Current’

If You are Looking for Outpatient Results…
Open Web Station like you normally would except go to the “Advanced” tab in your patient selection box.

Change the Patients to “All Patients” – Type will be “Dates Ignored” – Facility will be “GBRH” – Patient
Type will be “Outpatient”

Enter in whatever information that you can to help narrow down your search. Last name and first name
will be enough, unless you have specific information like a Visit ID. But something should be entered into
one of the fields that have a red star in front of it.
(I.e. I entered in zzzz into the last name field and it narrowed search down to 3 names.)

Once you find the correct person you are searching for, with the correct visit / admit date, check the box to
the right of the name and select “Add to worklist.” You will be able to view lab results. Just make sure that
the correct patient is in the top white box when looking for results.

CPOE
The CPOE Tab When Selected Looks Like This:
There are 4 tabs on CPOE:
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The Order Queue: The Order Queue tab displays the orders for the current visit for the patient. It
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also displays orders for previous visits when the start date of the order is within 90 days of the current
date. You use the Order Queue to submit orders added from the Search tab, place orders on hold,
discontinue, resume, or renew orders as well as cancel order requests and reorder (copy forward) previous
orders for the patient. You may define a relationship for Pharmacy medication orders (for example,
medications to be administered simultaneously) and you may also view, acknowledge and/or sign
medication alerts for the selected patient from this tab.

Order Search: The Search module is used to search for orders and add them to the Order Queue. You
can also submit an order directly from the Search module via the Order Detail. In addition, you may flag an
order code to display on the Favorite Orders module.
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Favorite Orders: The Favorite Orders module displays the orders that you have flagged as your
favorites on the Search module. It enables you to quickly select an order code that you frequently use for a
patient. You may also remove an order code from this tab if you no longer want to designate it as a
favorite. If there are adjustments to an order set, there will be a status message as shown above. Just
remove the order set and find the latest version in the order sets search, then add to favorites.
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Medication Reconciliation: Medication Reconciliation is the process of comparing the medications a
patient is taking at the time of entry to a new setting (or level of care) with those that the organization is
providing. Physicians can complete Medication Reconciliation electronically from the Medication
Reconciliation tab within Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE). The Medication Reconciliation tab in
CPOE allows physicians to review the patients existing medications upon Admission, Transfer, or Discharge
and easily modify, continue, or discontinue the medications.
The four basic steps of Medication Reconciliation are:
1. Develop a list of current medications and medications yet to be prescribed.
2. Clarify any questions about drug dosage and frequency.
3. Reconcile medications by documenting the reasons why medications were not continued at the
facility, or why they were modified.
4. Communicate all actions taken to both the patient and the next provider of care.

This is an example of an admission Medication Reconciliation:
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